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In December, after peace talks broke down between the Guatemalan government and the rebel
Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca (URNG) over the topic of indigenous rights and
identity, UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros Ghali called on both sides to submit new proposals
to accelerate the signing of a peace accord "as soon as possible." In response, President Ramiro de
Leon Carpio has proposed a new calendar for negotiations that would allow talks to be concluded by
Feb. 23. For its part, the URNG says that it is willing to sign final accords on all the issues that remain
on the dialogue agenda by Feb. 1.
Nevertheless, critics say both proposals may be no more than publicity stunts since the agenda
items still up for negotiation will require lengthy and tedious discussion at the bargaining table. In
March 1994, the Guatemalan government and the rebel URNG agreed to accelerate negotiations to
end the country's 34-year-old civil war. They set Dec. 31, 1994, as the target date for the negotiations
on all pending agenda issues to be concluded, thus paving the way for the signing of a final peace
accord by the end of the year (see NotiSur, 04/15/94).
By the end of December, the only agreements that had been reached were a human rights accord
that both sides signed last March; a repatriation accord signed on June 17, which governs the return
and resettlement of the tens of thousands of Guatemalans who fled to Mexico and elsewhere as
refugees; and a June 23 accord that creates a "truth commission" to investigate human rights abuses
committed during the war (see NotiSur, 06/24/94). After the June 23 accord, the talks stalled for
over four months as both sides continued to blame each other for violating the March human rights
accord. Finally, discussions were resumed last October to discuss the agenda item of indigenous
rights and identity. The two sides debated the topic through four rounds of talks, which concluded
Dec. 17 in Mexico City, without a resolution.
According to the Guatemalan daily newspaper Siglo Veintiuno, the main sticking point in those
negotiations was the URNG's insistence that indigenous representatives be allowed to directly
participate in the negotiations, and that the Mayan people receive special recognition and rights
under the Guatemalan Constitution. Guatemala's indigenous population numbers approximately
six million, or about 60% of the country's total population. As the Dec. 31 deadline set for a final
peace accord approached without hope of an agreement between the government and the URNG,
Boutros Ghali pressed both sides to submit new proposals within fifteen days for a new negotiation
schedule. President de Leon responded almost immediately, proposing that a peace accord between
the government and the URNG be reached within two months.
"We think that two months is a suitable and reasonable interval and that the calendar should
be adjusted to this time period," said de Leon. The government's proposal outlines a detailed,
concrete schedule for negotiation of the remaining agenda points: * By Jan. 9, negotiations would
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be concluded on indigenous rights and identity. * Between Jan. 17 and 20, all negotiations would be
concluded on socioeconomic issues, the agrarian situation, and means through which to strengthen
civilian power while redefining the role of the army in a democratic society. * Between Jan. 25 and
Feb. 3, the two sides would work out details for the rebels' reintegration into civil society, and make
arrangements for a permanent cease-fire. * Between Feb. 13 and 17, the two sides would conclude
all negotiations on constitutional reforms, changes in the country's electoral system, and methods
to verify compliance with all accords, paving the way for a final peace agreement to be signed
on Feb. 24. For its part, the URNG sent an open letter to Boutros Ghali on Jan. 11 that proposed
to immediately conclude negotiations on indigenous rights and identity, and then complete all
discussions on the remaining agenda themes during the second half of January.
The URNG said it would be prepared to sign a final agreement to end the war by Feb. 1, the only
condition being that recommendations made by the Asamblea de la Sociedad Civil (ASC) be
"taken into account" when hammering out agreements on all the remaining agenda items. The
ASC is a consultative group, led by Bishop Rodolfo Quezada Toruno, which includes members
of nongovernmental human rights groups and labor, church, and indigenous organizations that
provide input to the peace process. While many Guatemalans were encouraged by the updated
proposals for a peace accord, other observers were more cautious. Nineth Garcia Montenegro of
the Grupo de Apoyo Mutuo (GAM), representing the families of the disappeared, noted, "Although
the government's expectations for a peace accord in 1995 are reassuring to many Guatemalans,
the delays at the negotiating table have destroyed their dreams little by little." Some analysts have
argued that the accelerated timetables recommended by both the government and the URNG for
the remaining negotiations are unrealistic, given the complexity of the topics to be discussed.
According to Bishop Quezada Toruno, the socioeconomic and agrarian issues are much more
involved than the indigenous theme. And, political analyst Gabriel Aguilera has suggested that
the army's role in a democratic society is also more complicated than all previously discussed
topics. Aguilera considers that it will be in that arena where the government will be called on to
demonstrate its will and ability to stand up to the military. In addition, many analysts question how
a final accord can be reached as quickly as both sides suggest when the URNG is proposing that
the ASC positions on the remaining issues be used as the basis for agreement. Recently, an ASC
proposal calling for limiting military power so angered Defense Minister Gen. Mario Rene Enriquez
that he declared, "Anyone against the military is in favor of the URNG."
Bishop Quezada Toruno took issue with the defense minister's position on the ASC. "We may
agree with the government on some points and the URNG on others, but it doesn't mean we favor
either the government or the rebels. What we are most concerned with are the needs of the average,
poor, starving Guatemalans...without health care, lacking basic human necessities, and worried
over the militarization of the country," said the bishop. Meanwhile, as diplomatic efforts have been
accelerated to get the peace process off the ground, armed confrontations between the army and the
guerrillas continue unabated. The URNG, for example, has markedly stepped up its sabotage attacks
on electric towers in the departments of El Quiche and Huehuetenango. (Sources: Central America
Report, 12/16/94; Agencia Centroamericana de Noticias-Spanish news service EFE, 12/14/94,
01/02/95; Inter Press Service, 01/04/95; Notimex, 12/15/94, 12/16/94, 01/04/95, 01/09/95; Reuters,
12/12/94, 01/09/95; United Press Service, 01/09/95; Agence France- Presse, 12/13/94, 12/28/94,
12/30/94, 01/04/95, 01/10/95)
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